Eggers... dedication to quality

Eggers...individual solutions

The company Eggers Fahrzeugbau was founded in 1953 and taken over
by its current owner, Mr. Reinhard Eggers, from his father in 1972. At this
time, the company's main business was still the shoeing of horses and all
the other services a smithy could provide. But the company quickly shifted
its focus to vehicle construction, trailer manufacturing and bodywork.
Particularly custom-built vehicles with an individual touch assured that
Eggers Fahrzeugbau became a well-known name in Germany. In addition
to the excellent training of our personnel in every department and our
state-of-the-art equipment and machinery, ensuring the high quality of our
products has always been at the heart of the Eggers company philosophy.
In the early 1990s, Eggers Fahrzeugbau was awarded the ISO 9001
certification which further emphasizes our dedication to outstanding
quality.

BELFA, semitrailer for testing the safety of bridges
with a total gross weight of more than 100 t

Specially built semitrailer for the transport of
heavy tractors

Fast purpose vehicles for fire departments,
police and other authorities

Unimog modified as a heavy hauling machine,also
available as driving unit or customized vehicle

Standard interior racking solution with
custom-built equipment and power supply

Individual solutions for bodywork and
vehicle construction

Today, the company has 70 employees who develop a large variety of
individual solutions for the transportation and logistics field. Eggers offers
a wide variety of different vehicles, ranging from heavy duty trailers and
semitrailers via platform and container vehicles, vehicles with tipping
devices, interior racking solutions for smaller vehicles to custom-built
vehicles for highly specialized tasks. Every main product category has its
own sales and manufacturing department.
All departments are supported by a team of eight engineers and
technicians, providing drawings and technical documentation for the
ongoing production process. Moreover, our engineering team develops
specialized solutions for our customers, using state-of-the-art computers
and 3D-graphics software.
In 2003, our good relations with the Unimog production plant in Wörth led
to a lot new solutions for modifying the Unimog truck. Eggers is
particularly proud of being the exclusive manufacturer of the Unimog
driving unit.
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Eggers...customized to your needs
- motor pool counselling
- special purpose trucks an trailers
- interior vehicle racking solutions
- fast response vehicles for authorities
- platform trailers and semitrailers
- container trailers (tipping/non tipping)
- interchangeable body trailers
- tail-lift service
- trailer and smitrailer service
- break service
- hydraulic service
- onboard power supplies (12 V up to 400 V)
- installation mobile radio systems
- installation flash indicator lights and bugles

Eggers Fahrzeugbau GmbH
Brunnenweg 3
28816 Stuhr

- paint coating
- lettering
- engineering

phone: ++49 (0)421-899090
fax: ++49 (0)421-8990915
e-Mail: info@eggers-fahrzeugbau.de
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